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Subr Fun activity for employees for August 2020 - Photography Competition.

RTC(SR) Bengaluru is organising a Photography Competition for employees working
under the training jurisdiction ofthe Centre with a view to encourage their interests and use
their free time creatively. The rules of the competition are given below:

1. All employees working under the training jurisdiction of RTC(SR) are eligible.

2. Photos captured by the participatring employee only should be sent,

3. Participants can also provide a caption for the photo.

4. Photos should be in JPEG format and the same needs to be sent to the e-mail

addrss of the Centre Viz., rtc-banslr.csda@nic.inlatest by L7,O8,2O2O from their
respective nic/gov email address.

5. Participants need to mention their Name, Designation, Account No., Office of
Posting, Organisation in the mail sending the entries for the completion.

6. Each participant can submit three photographs.

7. Digital manipulation that distorts the reality of the images will not be allowed.

Only basic enhancements such as sharpening, contrast adjustment, or simple

cropping will be allowed.

8. The organiser reserves the right to reject images with incomplete details.

9. The winnerc will be declared on 21.08.2020 and winning photos will be uploaded

in the RTC WAN Site (\U0.48.6.2\RtcBlroutbox) in a separate folder named'Fun

Activities'.

10. The theme for the event is'Things you see in your daily life".

RTC(SR) Bangalore is planning to organise one such activity each month.
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e-mall: pcdablroandm.dad@hub.nic.in


